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Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In PRETTY FACES, The other
girl next door finds fame and glamour at a beauty pageant for
plus-sized women in this backstage musical that takes place on
and off stage at the fictitious Miss Global Glamour Beauty
Pageant. There is a strong sense of camaraderie and healthy
competition as the contestants share the wonder and novelty of
being Glamour Girls for the first time in their lives. The audience
is the Antagonist They watch and follow each contestant s
Cinderella trans-formation, from day one of rehearsals to the
crowning moment of truth. Complete with two feuding stars, a
love-struck stage manager, a baton-twirling Southern belle, and
a spoiled rich girl. The result is a wickedly funny, yet strikingly
poignant work. WHAT THE CRITICS SAY ABOUT PRETTY FACES!
an involving plotline, and an infectious score. It appears to be
poised to become a theatrical staple on the regional circuit, a la
Nunsense. Elias Stimac - BACKSTAGE It s an oddball premise, a
show about a Global Glamour Girl beauty pageant in Paris,
Ohio, for your ladies of, shall...
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R eviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O len Mills
An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well
worth looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Ana hi Hea ney
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